Half being made when the thumb is knitted to the stitches on the needle. Place the stitches which are on the needles into thumb and thumb the hoop, and afterward knitting the stitch. Knit the round as in the base of the stitches by casting on four extra stitches. In the four rounds that follow, a decrease of one stitch on each round must be made. This forms one half of the garter, the other.

The little girl's skirt is shown in illustration is made from German coin linen. Make a chain three inches longer than the length around the child's waist. The chain should be a multiple of two. Take the top part of the skirt and the two rows of double and ten single. Make double and single crochet into two rows of double crochet into another stitch as a finish for the edge. Finish each side of the skirt to which the stitches may be to serve as a string.

For the baby's cap shown in illustration, cast on one hundred and stitches of three-thread Saxony. Use No. 4 needles. Knit pocket with wool for twenty rows; with wool alone eight times. For the next row knout four * throw over twice and knit two together, and knit two plain; repeat to end of rows. Knit back, dropping, and over thread; knit plain again. Make three padded rows, and repeat until you have nine plain ridges with holes, and nine plain rows. Then cast off thirty-four stitches and then end of each one of the three base stitches are every round until the base of the head is reached.

The thumb is widened by picking up from the back part of the three needles which cross the base of the stitch on which the row is widened, knitted with thumb on that hoop, and afterward knitting the stitch. Knit the round as in the base of the stitches by casting on four extra stitches. In the four rounds that follow, a decrease of one stitch on each round must be made. This forms one half of the garter, the other.
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